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Executive Summary 

Queensland Iron Development (QID) has commissioned GeoDiscovery Group to outline an exploration 

plan for MDL298 consisting of a drill program for the Whispering Ridge magnetite deposit and a review of 

targets proximal to this deposit. This work will form the basis of a field program for 2017. 

Drill planning has been carried out over Whispering Ridge on 10m spaced sections with the aim to define 

the eastern and western limits to the main ore body and to test the resource to 100 m. This should be 

sufficient to produce an inferred to indicated resource and allow preliminary JORC calculations to be 

made. Based on this drilling, further holes can then be better planned to drill out a measured resource. It 

is suggested that 20m or 30m spaced sections may suffice initially to give the required understanding and 

calculate an inferred resource. However, further closer spaced holes on sections would be required to 

achieve an indicated to measured resource. 

Study of the magnetic imagery defined from the SAM survey in conjunction with historical drill holes 

suggests that there is a western arm to the magnetic body sub-surface to sub-cropping in a few sections. 

This finding also suggests that at depths of 40-60m on some sections, combination of main and western 

bodies creates a broader body of magnetite of perhaps 20-30m width but of unknown grade. However, 

this zone does not appear to extend to greater depths based on the magnetic imagery. Little or no drilling 

of this western arm or the combined bodies has been undertaken to date.  

Given there is no georeferenced surface geological map over the deposit and in view of the above 

findings, it is critical to carefully remap the surface to define any outcrops of magnetite that could correlate 

with the western zone in particular. Such mapping will facilitate better correlation of surface magnetite 

with drilled magnetite in the sub-surface. 

Analysis of the 3D inverted magnetic data has indicated the deposit consists of two zones of high 

susceptibility and dipping in opposite directions, although the interpretation of a western limb in the 

northern portion of the resource would introduce some directional bias of susceptibility volumes. 

While the resource drilling program has been aimed at providing an inferred to indicated resource for the 

deposit to 100 m depth, an additional two exploration holes have been planned to intersect through the 

two major interpreted zones of the deposit testing the depth extent. Also four magnetic anomalies 

proximal to Whispering Ridge were identified from the 3D magnetic inversion and filter 2D grid results. 

These anomalies, should their source be similar to Whispering Ridge, could provide potential 

opportunities to increase the size of the known resource or provide satellite deposits for additional feed 

for potential mining activities. 

An audit of the historic drill collars and local grid transform over Whispering Ridge was conducted. Due to 

ambiguity in the location of these points, proposed alterations to this local grid are put forward. These 

would include adding a 1000 m constant to local easting and northing values to ensure data coordinates 

do not have negative (west or south) values, and formulating a GDA94 MGA zone 55 to Whispering 

Ridge coordinate transform that all data may be audited against.  
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Introduction 

The Sunday Creek Project and Whispering Ridge (WR) magnetite deposit are located in north Queensland 

approximately 50 km south of Ravenshoe (Figure 1), consisting of exploration leases EPM15896 and 

EPM18361 along with MDL298 which hosts Whispering Ridge. Queensland Iron Development (QID) has 

commissioned GeoDiscovery Group to outline an exploration plan for MDL298 consisting of a drill program for 

Whispering Ridge and a review of targets proximal to the deposit. This work will form the basis of a field 

program for 2017. 

The main focus of work completed during this period was to; 

 Plan a drill program for the Whispering Ridge project to allow an initial indicated resource to be 

calculated. 

 Identify potential depth and strike extensions of the Whispering Ridge deposit using inverted magnetics 

and other available data. 

 Review existing surface mapping of the WR gossan and any need to reassess its location. 

 Audit drill hole collar and MDL boundary coordinates, assessing accuracy and the need to resurvey 

using DGPS. 

 Review previously identified anomalies near Whispering Ridge using updated magnetic inversion data 

and conduct drill planning. 

 Review the need to conduct additional geophysical surveys over Whispering Ridge. 

 

 

Figure 1: North QLD regional location of Sunday Creek Project and MDL298 
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Geology 
The Sunday Creek tenement lies on the western margin of the Carboniferous Glen Gordon Volcanics in 

the southeast corner of the Atherton 1:250,000 geological map sheet. The area is dominated by Tertiary 

and Quaternary alluvial and lateritic deposits overlying basement of NeoProterozoic Hall’s Reward 

Metamorphics, consisting of amphibolites and metasediments. Areas of Permo-Carboniferous volcanics 

and intrusives locally outcrop through the cover and include granite as well as the Boeing Hill and Conical 

Hill hydrothermal breccia complexes. The area is dominated by northwest and minor northeast trending 

structures. The northwest trending structures are thought by some workers to be related to or part of the 

Palmerville Fault Zone (Omodei, 2009) and the general area is at the intersection of those and the north 

east trending Burdekin River Fault Zone. 

Prospects and targets identified within EPM 15896 and EPM 18361 are displayed in Figure 2, while 

interpreted geology of Conical and Boeing Hill is described by Jones & Davis, 1995. 

 

 

Figure 2: Sunday Creek Project Area showing main prospect locations over elevation image. 
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Whispering Ridge Resource Drilling 

 

Introduction 

Previous mapping of the Whispering Ridge magnetite deposit by Snowmist Pty Ltd defined a strike of 

about 200m with one main body, but with a small western zone of uncertain limits. An average thickness 

of 10m was suggested and dips between 65°-85° westerly measured. However, such mapping appears 

approximate and hand drawn with respect to a local grid baseline and not tied to westerly co-ordinates 

from that or to MGA co-ordinates. Also there is no distinction of massive magnetite from semi-massive 

magnetite or even disseminated magnetite in the mapping. 

A 37 hole RAB program for 1053m was completed in 1996 by Snowmist Pty Ltd in conjunction with BHP 

Coal (Nichols, 1997). Holes were shallow with average drill depth of 28.5m with the deepest being 38m. 

12 samples of the higher grade intersections were tested by CSIRO for hysteresis properties (coercivity 

and saturation magnetism). The coercivity was high.  

Unimin completed a 3 hole RC drill program (WRD03, WRD04 & WRD06) for a total of 321m in 

December 2009 This program aimed at intersecting the ore body at depth, between 50m and 60m from 

the surface and below the oxidized upper zone identified during the RAB drilling. A drilled thickness of 5-

17m was indicated for the lode which appeared to thin slightly at depth. A total of 35 samples (based on 

magnetic susceptibilities) were collected from the main ore zone (3-5m true thickness of high grade 

material), with 22 being composited into 6 samples for analysis through the Davis Tube.  

Sub-Audio Magnetics survey & 2D computer modelling was completed in 2008 by GAP Geophysics 

Australia Pty Ltd. The anomaly was modelled as two rectangular prisms at a depth of 8m below the 

ground surface and having a strike length of ~200m.  

While preliminary drill holes are suggested in the next section based on existing drilling and cross 

sections, the lack of a clearly located surface geology map has meant that surface limits of magnetite 

cannot be shown on the sections. However, projected data from drilling and interpretation can give a 

preliminary picture which needs further qualification through drilling and remapping of the surface with 

MGA co-ordinates (Figure 3). In particular as discussed below, the northern zone north of 160N includes 

a moderate west dipping zone from magnetic imagery that has not been drill tested and if proven to be 

true would add to the projected limits of the magnetite bodies shown in Figure 3. 

 

Proposed Drill Holes 

Existing drill holes plotted on cross sections with magnetic susceptibility images from the Sub-Audio 

Magnetics (SAM) data were used to guide drill site planning. However, while there is a correlation with 

magnetics on some sections, others are equivocal and this may largely be because the magnetics does 

not clearly resolve the separate western arm of the magnetic body where there is a barren zone between 

this and the eastern main lode zone (sections 140N-160N for example). 

Drill hole planning has been done on 18 sections at 10m spacing with the general aim of intersecting the 

lode zone below the zone of oxidation. Where there has been no drilling, magnetics is the guiding tool to 

where the main magnetite lode may be located. It is important to establish that the lode exists at a 

shallower level, before drilling to test this further at depth. All proposed holes are included in tables in 

Appendix 1 where listings are also given for 20m spaced sections and 30m spaced sections. The 

sections are shown in Appendix 3 with all planned drill holes at declination of - 60° east or west on the 

local grid. However, for resource work, it is suggested that sections drilled at 20m or even 30m spacing 

would be adequate for a first pass. Given the possible variability in width of the lode(s) based on available 
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data which are incomplete (some RAB holes stopped in magnetite), it is paramount to ensure that the 

zones of magnetic highs are traversed. Some holes have been planned to continue to depths of over 

100m as they essentially cross the magnetic envelope, but continue sub-parallel to this down dip of the 

projected magnetic body which appears to generally weaken at depth. 

 

Figure 3: Interpreted main magnetite body projected from historical drilling on local grid. 
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Comments will be made on each section in a south to north progression. The sections are based on the 

local grid, but do include the GDA94 grid lines based on surveying of most of the collars of the holes and 

baseline by GAP Geophysics.  

Section 50N 

While the magnetics shows a broad magnetic feature weakening at depth and potentially varying in dip, 

the two existing drill holes suggest there may be a barren interval separating two magnetic bodies and 

hole WR-1 may have drilled down dip sub-parallel to the margin of the magnetic body. Two intersecting 

drill holes are suggested initially to test the magnetic zone at 50m+ depths and hopefully resolve the 

margins of the body. 

Section 60N 

Despite the central intersection of magnetite, the existing hole WR-3 on this section did not drill to the 

edge of the magnetic body. The magnetics suggests there is a protrusion westerly giving a broader zone, 

but that the body may weaken at depth past 60m. Two intersecting drill holes would best test this zone 

and help define the limits to the magnetic bodies. 

Section 70N 

This section is similar to 60N in showing an apparent western protrusion of the magnetic high. Again hole 

WR-4 did not drill to the margin of the magnetic body, so two intersecting drill holes are needed to 

establish this and define the downward continuation of the magnetic bodies to and below 60m. 

Section 80N 

Here the magnetics clearly resolves into two arms separated by a barren zone as shown by the drilling of 

holes WR-6, WR-35 and WR-5. Holes WR-6 and WR-35 did not drill to the edge of the magnetite body. A 

redrill of WR-35 with extension would establish this, but a collar east of this is suggested. The western 

arm has not been drilled. There is therefore potential for a broader body (or bodies) with perhaps width of 

30m here, though the magnetics suggest the body weakens at depth before becoming stronger again 

past 100m depth. Two westerly directed holes are also planned to test the western and eastern magnetic 

lobes. 

Section 90N 

This section also shows two magnetic lobes with the western lobe stronger and more extensive than the 

eastern. This could again give a broader magnetic zone at shallow depths, but the magnetics suggest the 

zone weakens and narrows at depth before becoming stronger near 100m depth. The only drill hole, WR-

7, appears to have drilled weaker magnetic material on the edge of or between the magnetic lobes, but 

had it drilled past 32m, it most likely would have intersected the lode of higher magnetic character Two 

intersecting holes would best test this with a third hole drilled through the magnetic zone to depth where 

the magnetic body has increased intensity near 100m. 

Section 100N 

The information on magnetic character in the two drill holes is somewhat equivocal, but there would 

appear to be a barren zone in WR-34 that is not present in WR-8, so probably the magnetic anomaly 

would resolve into two lobes. Two parallel drill holes are designed to test this and the main zone at 50m. 

While the magnetics weaken at depth, there is some maintenance of strong magnetic character past 

80m. 
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Section 110N 

Here there is a similar barren zone to that on the previous section between WR-33 and WR-9. Hole 

WRD-3 would appear to have drilled the massive magnetite close to the western margin of the body 

which could be to 25-30m thick at 40m, but thinning and weakening with depth and a dip change from 

sub-vertical to steep east. Two intersecting holes are suggested to test the main zone at 50-60m depth 

and for depth continuity to 100m. 

Section 120N 

The magnetic anomaly again shows a western protrusion at depth such that at 40m the magnetite may be 

20m+ across. However, the body probably thins and weakens past 50m as indicated by the magnetics. 

Two intersecting drill holes are proposed initially as a test of the zone at 50m and to 80m depth as well 

the eastern and western limits to the body at 30-40m depth.  

Section 130N 

Here there would appear to be an arm of the magnetite west of the collar of WR-11, as well as the main 

body of magnetite to the east of this hole. The magnetics show these may form one body at a depth of 

30m where a zone to 40m across may be present based on the magnetics. However, magnetic intensity 

weakens with depth so the body thins. Drill hole WR-11 did not drill past 32m where it was still in massive 

magnetite and thus did not determine the eastern limits to the magnetic body. 

Two intersecting drill holes are planned to intersect the body (or bodies) at 30-50m with one hole 

continuing to test to 90m depth approx. These holes will also determine the limits to the magnetite at 20-

30m depths. 

Section 140N 

While this section shows the eastern and western arms of the magnetite body based on the drilling, holes 

WRD-4 and WR-30 suggest the western extent of the magnetite body on this section may be more 

limited. It is likely that hole WRD-4 has drilled parallel to the western contact of the body. In that sense the 

magnetic imagery is difficult to understand as it does suggest the magnetite would extend further west of 

this hole. That drill hole does show a lower grade zone as well as the main body and further lower grade 

intersections at 70m onwards showing a broad lower grade shell to the central narrow massive magnetite 

core that clearly thins with depth. 

Two proposed parallel drill holes should help rationalise this and test the magnetite at 30-50m depths. 

Section 150m 

Drilling to date on this section did not drill deep enough to define the eastern limit of the magnetite in hole 

WR-14 and hole WR-31 did not drill past 17.5m, so did not drill into the western magnetite limit. The 

magnetics suggest the magnetic body has a western protrusion and thickens perhaps to 30m+ at say 

30m depth, though of uncertain grade. The body then thins and loses intensity at depth. Two parallel drill 

holes proposed will resolve the limits to the body and test at 30-40m depth, while a third hole will test the 

upper western limit, the core of the magnetic anomaly at 40-50m depths and also the eastern margin at 

60m depths. 

Section 160N 

This section clearly shows eastern and western lobes to the magnetite body in the drilling, while the 

magnetics suggest a zone possibly as broad as 50-60m at depths of 30-40m, but then weakening and 

narrowing at depth. Neither of holes WR-16 and WR-15 drilled to the western or eastern limits of the 

magnetite body. This is an important section and three holes are proposed to test the magnetite. Two of 

these are parallel and will drill to the west and a third will test the western upper limit and then through the 

body to the eastern limit at 70-80m depths. 
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Section 170N 

Faulting and fault intersections may be responsible for some changes in character of the magnetic body 

and the depth at which it occurs. A marked change occurs north of 160N. Here the magnetite body near 

surface has a steep westerly dip, but the magnetics then show a moderate western dip of the magnetic 

body (40°) at depth. A thickness of possibly 30m may occur at 30-40m depth and extending down dip to 

the west, but weakening and thinning from 60m depth. The magnetics show an eastern protrusion from 

the main body at 70m depth and extending to greater depths, but this is of lower intensity. A small narrow 

magnetic body occurs at shallow depths 100m west of the collar of WR-17, but is not of exploration 

interest.  

Three parallel holes are proposed to test the moderate dipping western section of the magnetic body 

based on the magnetics. Several of these will also test the lower limit of the body. 

Section 180N 

This is similar to section 170N and shows a steeply dipping, narrow magnetite body as defined by the 

drilling which then may expand at depth into a 35° west dipping magnetic body possibly 10- 20m thick 

that may extend to 70m depths, but with an eastern protrusion of lower intensity past this. Two holes are 

proposed as an initial test across the body. 

Section 190N 

A similar scenario exists on this section where a narrow steeply dipping magnetic body at surface 

becomes a 10-15m magnetite body at depths of 30m and part of a 40° west dipping body that probably 

extends 40m west and to depth of 50-60m. At this point the body may terminate to the west, but has a 

weaker eastern protrusion. Two parallel drill holes are proposed to test the body are depth with the 

western hole also extending into the eastern protrusion zone. 

Section 200N 

This section mimics section 190N, but the magnetite zone dipping to the west is shallowing. Drill hole 

WR-21 which terminated in magnetite at 31m, shows the magnetite is at least 15+m thick. The magnetics 

suggest the magnetite body could extend a further 60m west from the drill hole and dip at approximately 

40° grid west. Lower magnetic character down dip and to the east suggests weaker arms of the magnetic 

body. Two parallel drill holes are proposed as an initial test of the body.  

Section 210N 

This section surprisingly shows a broad barren zone in WRD-6 through the 40° westerly dipping magnetic 

body with the magnetic zone from drilling in WRD-6 and WR-22 and WR-23 actually in lower intensity 

zones. The suggestion is that hole WRD-6 has drilled a barren zone within the magnetic envelope and 

that a stronger magnetic zone exists west and east of the hole. Two parallel holes are proposed to test 

the zone at 50-60m depths. 

Section 220N 

The magnetic feature is much reduced in size and is now an oval shape. Hole WR-24 did not drill past 

30m, so did not define the eastern limit to the magnetite which appears to be steeply dipping near 

surface. The magnetics suggest a flattening out of the magnetic body into the ovoid. Two drill holes are 

proposed to test the ovoid body. 
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Near Mine Exploration 
Three anomalies were previously identified from the 2007 Whispering Ridge SAM survey, being Anomaly 

A (Whispering Ridge itself), Anomaly B, situated in the NW corner of the survey area and Anomaly C, 

observable as a large magnetic feature in the NE corner of the survey area. 

Four additional magnetic anomalies have been identified from analysis of the 2D VMI filtered magnetic 

grid and the 3D MVI inverted magnetic data (Couston, 2016). All of these targets lie proximal to 

Whispering Ridge (Anomaly A) and have been labelled Anomaly D through G (Figure 4). 

 

 

Figure 4: SAM Derived ground magnetics with VMI filter showing Exploration anomalies 
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Anomaly A 

As an aside from the resource drill planning tabled above for the Whispering Ridge deposit, the 3D 

susceptibility results from the MVI VOXI inversion work completed in early 2016 has been used to identify 

areas of potential strike and depth extent of the deposit, labelled Anomaly A by previous interpreters. 

Analysis of the Whispering Ridge magnetic anomaly through the 3D susceptibility volumes and 2D VMI 

filtered magnetics grids, suggest the anomaly consists of two separate strong anomalies along the 

previously identified strike of the body (128-308), both of which have been targeted by previous 1996 

RAB and 2009 RC drilling. Further to this, the 3D results indicate the southerly section dips steeply to the 

east (grid), while the northern section dips moderately to the west (grid), although this may be biased by 

magnetic signatures of multiple bodies rather than one source, or acquisition line path effects over the 

strongly remanent feature. 

An existing drill proposal (Heape, 2013) consisting of a 300+ m vertical hole through the deposit, with the 

aim to identify the depth extent of the system, is shown to be positioned in between the two identified 

strong magnetic peaks of Anomaly A. Figure 5 suggests the previously planned hole trajectory does not 

intersect the deeper extents of the VOXI magnetic susceptibility model generated in early 2016 and does 

not intersect higher susceptibility zones in the upper to mid sections of the modelled magnetic body. 

 

 

Figure 5: Long section of proposed Anomaly-A exploration holes with susceptiblity isosurfaces 

Section looking 038 degrees, showing proposed holes, pAA-1 and pAA-2 along with previously planned vertical hole 
(Old_Vert). 3D VOXI susceptibility isosurface 0.015 SI (blue), 0.020 SI (green), 0.035 SI (orange) and 0.050 SI (red). 
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Two revised RC holes have been planned to intersect the higher susceptibility zones in the interpreted 

northern and southern zones of the Whispering Ridge magnetic anomaly (Figure 5 and Figure 6). 

Proposed hole pAA-1 is planned to intersect the southern magnetic anomaly with magnetite expected 

from surface and reaching the base of the 0.15 SI isosurface at approximately 150 m depth. Proposed 

hole pAA-2 is also expected to be collared within magnetite and extend through the 0.015 SI isosurface at 

approximately 110 m depth. A summary of the drill parameters for these proposed holes is supplied in 

Appendix 2. 

 

Figure 6: Strike section of proposed Anomaly-A exploration holes with susceptiblity isosurfaces 

Section looking 308 degrees, showing proposed holes, pAA-1 and pAA-2 along with previously planned vertical hole 
(Old_Vert). 3D VOXI Susceptibility isosurface 0.015 SI (blue), 0.020 SI (green), 0.035 SI (orange) and 0.050 SI (red). 

 

Anomaly B 

The Anomaly B target was identified in the 2007 Whispering Ridge SAM survey as a prominent magnetic 

anomaly observed on grid line 111000N and centred approximately 332660mE, 8015910mN, this 

anomaly was not observable in the regional airborne magnetic data. The target was drilled in 2009 by 

hole JH-1, being an 85 m RC hole collared 332665mE, 8015893mN striking 320° and dipping 70°. JH-1 

failed to identify the source of the magnetic anomaly as evident by the intersected lithology and a lack of 

elevated susceptibility recordings on the RC drill chips (Figure 7). A soil grid over the target was also 

completed in 2009 consisting of a 12 m spaced grid of 15 samples that were assayed for Au, Ag, As, Bi, 

Cu, Fe, Mo, Pb, and Zn as well as susceptibility. These results indicated no signs of elevated assays 

above background (Figure 8). 
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In 2016, 3D modelling of the SAM derived ground magnetic TMI data was undertaken using the VOXI 

Magnetization Vector Inversion (MVI) algorithm along with 2D grid filtering producing a Vector Magnetic 

Intensity (VMI) response. This modelling has suggested a small, moderately susceptible (0.042 SI peak 

susceptibility) body buried at approximately 20-25 m depth (Figure 7). 

JH-1 is shown to have narrowly missed the centre of the modelled source, evident by both the 3D 

modelling and the 2D grid image (Figure 7 and Figure 8). As the trajectory of the hole has come so close 

to the modelled centre of this anomaly, it is unclear why some evidence of elevated susceptibility was not 

observed in the RC chip readings. One can only assume that the source of the anomaly is of limited size 

and perhaps is located around the base of oxidation with limited depth extent beyond this. 

 

Figure 7: 3D susceptibility results showing JH-1 drill trace and susceptibility values 

 

Figure 8: VMI filter magnetic image showing proposed RC hole pJH-2 with 2009 drill and soil data 
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RC drilling of this target can be undertaken from the same drill pad as JH-1 with slightly modified 

trajectory to intersect the centre of the magnetic anomaly to determine the source of the feature. 

Parameters for proposed hole pJH-2 can be found in Appendix 2. 

 

Anomaly C 

Anomaly C was identified in the 2007 Whispering Ridge SAM survey as a broad, moderately magnetic 

feature located in the NE corner of the survey area. The anomaly continues in a NNW direction beyond 

the boundary of the survey area (Figure 4) and is hence not fully resolved by the available data. The 

Analytic Signal filtered magnetic from the regional airborne data suggests the anomaly peak is located 

some 200 m beyond the SAM survey boundary (Figure 9). Additional ground magnetic coverage of this 

anomaly is recommended prior to drill planning. The anomaly is located in an area covered by alluvial 

sediments and is not expected to outcrop, although some evidence of the nature of the source rock may 

be identified south along strike from the anomaly. Due to the size of this anomaly, this target is of high 

priority.  

 

Figure 9: Anomaly C over regional Analytic Signal magnetics with SAM boundary. 

 

Anomaly D 

Anomaly D is a weak magnetic feature located adjacent and to the SW of Whispering Ridge (Figure 4). 

The magnetic anomaly describing Anomaly D is observable as a dimple of the edge of the larger 

Whispering Ridge magnetic feature. Using 3D MVI inversion results, the anomaly is centred 333235mE, 

8015595mN, situated at a depth of approximately 25 m and has a modelled peak susceptibility of 0.032 

SI. This feature is most prominent in the depth slice of the MVI inversion at 620mRL (Figure 10) and drill 

Anomaly C 
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section 170N (Appendix 3). As this feature appears to be located below surface drainage, outcrop 

exposure of the feature may not be present. Proposed RC drillhole pAD-1 has been planned to intersect 

this anomaly at its strongest susceptibility value (Figure 11) with drill parameters supplied in Appendix 2. 

Due to the location of this drillhole proximal to surface drainage, the water table is predicted to be 

shallow. 

 

Figure 10: 3D magnetic inversion depth slice – 620 mRL (~30 m depth). 

Anomaly D and E are visible as discrete magnetic highs separate from the main Whispering Ridge anomaly. Circle 
markers indicate existing drilling at 620 mRL pierce point coloured by susceptibility. 

Anomaly E 

Anomaly E is a moderate amplitude, northerly striking magnetic feature located approximately 100 m 

west of Whispering Ridge (Figure 4). As with Anomaly D, the location of the magnetic feature appears to 

be under surface drainage, indicating a gossan may not be able to be located. Using 3D inversion data, 

the anomaly is centred 333175mE, 8015655mN at approximately 25 m depth. Peak susceptibility values 

at this location were observed to be 0.052 SI. An RC drillhole (pAE-1) has been planned to intersect the 

susceptibility high (Figure 11) with drill parameters supplied in Appendix 2. 

Anomaly F 

Anomaly F is located approximately 170 m along strike from Whispering Ridge, however appears more 

likely to be related to Anomaly E located to the south. The feature is a weak 0.015 peak susceptibility 

magnetic anomaly that is centred 333135mE, 8015780mN and modelled to lie approximately 40 m depth. 

Proposed hole AF-1 has been planned to intersect the peak magnetic susceptibility zone (Figure 11) with 

parameters supplied in Appendix 2. 

Anomaly D 

Anomaly E 
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Anomaly G 

Anomaly G is located directly north of Whispering Ridge and is observed as a small, weak magnetic 

anomaly centred approximately 333263mE, 8015846mN at a depth of ~40 m and with a peak 

susceptibility from 3D modelling of 0.008 SI. A drill hole (pAG-1) has been planned to intersect the 

magnetic peak (Figure 11) with drill hole parameters provided in Appendix 2. 

 

 

Figure 11: Plan view of proposed drilling for Anomaly D, E, F and G with susceptibility isosurfaces 

Plan view of proposed exploration holes pAD-1, pAE-1, pAF-1 and pAG-1 with 3D VOXI susceptibility isosurfaces 
0.007 SI (blue), 0.015 SI (green), 0.020 SI (orange) and 0.040 SI (red). 

 

N 
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Data Audit 
 

Local Grid vs GDA94 MGA zone 55 

A local grid was designed over the Whispering Ridge deposit to allow for better placement of drilling and 

other data on sections in preparation of inferred and indicated resource planning. Auditing undertaken on 

the coordinates of this grid has generated multiple errors in cross referencing historic drill collars and 

placements of baseline pegs from the field. 

GPS surveying of the baseline pegs and some of the historic 1996 RAB collars was completed in 2009 by 

GAP Geophysics using an OMNIStar real time corrected GPS while they were on site performing SAM 

surveys. Station points were acquired by static occupation for at least one minute with acquired data 

averaged to determine a coordinate. The accuracy of this GPS surveying with these instrumentation and 

method of data acquisition is reliable to approximately 0.5 m in the horizontal and 2 m in the vertical. 

These observed points are used as the basis to transform the collar locations from GDA94 MGA zone 55 

and compare with existing local coordinates for drill collars and boundary pegs. 

The local grid currently existing over Whispering Ridge has a baseline value of 0mE and running from 

0mN to approximately 220mN. It is the author’s opinion that there is an increased likelihood of confusion 

when coordinates in local grids can be located as negative values. For example, say two collar points 

exist on a section located at -25mE and 25mE, if one simply overlooks the minus sign, or if a copy of an 

image makes the minus sign difficult to make out, than there would be confusion as to which collar the 

data refers to. However, if the two holes are labelled 975mE and 1025mE, there is much less chance of 

confusing the two. It is proposed that a 1000 m constant be applied to both local easting and northing 

values at Whispering Ridge to ensure no negative coordinates are observed in the local grid. 

A coordinate transform between GDA94 MGA zone 55 and the Whispering Ridge local grid has been 

generated based on existing data in the approximate centre of the local grid (old grid, 0mE, 160mN) and 

projected back to 1000mE, 1000mN (old grid 0mE, 0mN) (Table 1). The transform is based directly off 

previous work (Nichols, 2010), being a 52 degree rotation counter clockwise from true north, no scaling 

between datums and RL values remaining consistent between grids and based of AHD. The only 

modification has been to apply a 1000 m value to the local easting and northing to remove negative 

coordinates and to force a common point used for the rotation as supplied in Table 1 below. 

 

Table 1: Whispering Ridge to GDA94 MGA zone 55 transform 

Whispering Ridge local grid GDA94 MGA zone 55  

Easting Northing Easting Northing Rotation (TN) 

1000mE 1000mN 333440mE 8015570mN -52° 

 

A qualified surveyor would be able to quantify collar and baseline information to sub centimetre accuracy 

and is recommended to be performed at a convenient time when additional surveying at the deposit is 

required. However should a ground gravity survey be actioned over Whispering Ridge or other locations 

within the Sunday Creek project area, a similar accuracy would be achievable using the gravity 

contractors RTK GPS instrumentation. 

 

Drillholes 

Based on auditing of the local grid and values of collars observed in the field using GPS to locate 

historical drill collars, Table 2 shows the audited locations of existing drill holes over the Whispering 
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Ridge deposit. Collar elevation has been extracted from SAM derived elevation data acquired in the 2007 

survey, which as indicated previously is accurate to about +/- 2 m vertical. 

Table 2: Audited Whispering Ridge historic drill collar locations  

 
GDA94 MGA zone 55 WR local grid 

Hole_ID E N RL E N RL 

WR-1 333397 8015598 654.62 995.34 1050.95 654.62 

WR-2 333384.4 8015579 653.02 972.73 1049.30 653.02 

WR-3 333372.5 8015579 652.83 965.76 1058.93 652.83 

WR-4 333370.7 8015594 655.03 975.88 1069.10 655.03 

WR-5 333378.2 8015613 656.50 995.84 1075.14 656.50 

WR-6 333357.6 8015591 654.39 966.17 1078.08 654.39 

WR-7 333354.2 8015595 654.69 966.55 1082.75 654.69 

WR-8 333344.8 8015609 655.36 972.23 1099.12 655.36 

WR-9 333334.2 8015606 654.52 963.11 1105.49 654.52 

WR-10 333320.3 8015615 653.72 962.12 1122.29 653.72 

WR-11 333311.6 8015619 653.26 959.59 1131.42 653.26 

WR-12 333308.6 8015621 653.25 959.43 1135.04 653.25 

WR-13 333304.1 8015621 653.25 956.75 1138.71 653.25 

WR-14 333295.9 8015630 653.45 958.90 1150.78 653.45 

WR-15 333286.5 8015632 653.10 954.55 1159.31 653.10 

WR-16 333295.2 8015634 653.72 960.93 1153.21 653.72 

WR-17 333291 8015647 654.32 968.99 1164.83 654.32 

WR-18 333282.5 8015652 653.96 967.58 1174.60 653.96 

WR-19 333276.6 8015655 653.63 966.17 1180.93 653.63 

WR-20 333274.4 8015666 652.87 973.50 1189.48 652.87 

WR-21 333267.8 8015667 652.02 970.60 1195.56 652.02 

WR-22 333262.7 8015677 650.41 975.41 1205.77 650.41 

WR-23 333263.6 8015678 650.66 976.77 1205.68 650.66 

WR-24 333253.2 8015686 649.10 976.22 1218.53 649.10 

WR-25 333269.1 8015656 652.96 962.47 1187.58 652.96 

WR-26 333273.5 8015649 653.60 960.00 1180.00 653.60 

WR-27 333300 8015648 654.86 975.20 1158.32 654.86 

WR-28 333294.2 8015655 654.63 977.00 1167.04 654.63 

WR-29 333290.5 8015665 653.87 982.70 1176.25 653.87 

WR-30 333286.6 8015601 648.98 930.00 1140.00 648.98 

WR-31 333278.7 8015607 647.88 930.00 1150.00 647.88 

WR-32 333316.5 8015609 653.21 954.73 1121.40 653.21 

WR-33 333329.8 8015608 654.31 962.27 1110.38 654.31 

WR-34 333336.7 8015598 654.44 958.80 1098.95 654.44 

WR-35 333355.1 8015594 654.70 967.00 1082.00 654.70 

WR-36 333309.5 8015648 654.55 981.42 1151.12 654.55 

WR-37 333325.6 8015642 654.51 986.27 1134.49 654.51 

WRD3 333315 8015590 651.74 938.80 1110.81 651.74 

WRD4 333290.9 8015602 649.77 933.74 1137.44 649.77 

WRD6 333256 8015665 650.02 961.58 1203.48 650.02 
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MDL Boundary 

A discrepancy in the location of MDL298 has been identified between what is recorded by the DRNM and 

what was located on file by QID. This discrepancy would see half of the interpreted deposit and several 

existing drillholes located outside the MDL boundary. 

GIS files of the MDL boundary have been sourced off the DRNM Spatial Catalogue (Qspatial) and shows 

the bounds of the MDL as indicated below (Table 3 and Figure 12). In 2007 a field report from a 

geological contractor to QID indicated pegs were located in the field that correspond to the MDL 

boundary, these coordinates are provided below also. 

It is understood that there are plans to apply for an ML over the area which would overwrite existing 

boundaries discussed here, therefore this information is supplied for reference only. 

 

Table 3: MDL298 boundary coordinates in GDA94 MGA zone 55 

DRNM Boundary QID Boundary 

E N E N 

332716 8016187 332772.9 8016039 

332884 8015100 333271.7 8016271 

333378 8015177 333681.1 8015300 

333210 8016264 333209.6 8015216 
 

 

Figure 12: MDL298 boundary; DRNM (black) and QID (red) over elevation image 
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Gossan Map 

A map hand-drawn by previous operators Snowmist Pty Ltd in the late 1990’s indicates the surface 

exposure of the Whispering Ridge gossan, indicating a series of sub parallel lenses trending NW/SE 

(Figure 13). Coordinates supplied on the plan map have no reference to AGD84 coordinate system over 

the prospect and the exact location of this map therefore cannot be georeferenced. 

It is recommended a review of the map and extent of the Whispering Ridge Gossan be followed up during 

a field visit so as to allow the gossan map to be integrated with other data sets. This process will be key 

to understanding the relationship between surface and what is observed in drilling. Ideally a new 

geological map should be produced from mapping in the field at 1:500 or 1:250 with a GPS which could 

be achieved in one day. 

 

 

Figure 13: Snowmist Pty Ltd derived Whispering Ridge gossan map 
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Conclusions 

Currently, no resource can be calculated on the available data as most holes were too shallow and RAB 

in nature (excepting the three RC holes) and did not in many cases define the edge of the magnetite body 

or were terminated within resource. 

RC and diamond drilling are needed to generate a resource to give quality samples, ideally below the 

zone of oxidation. The continuity of the magnetite lenses was not established at depth and many of the 

samples collected were in the zone of weathering and were partially oxidised. It is the magnetic 

susceptibility, not the total iron content of any samples that is important to determine magnetite content. 

While no twinning (and extension) of old RAB holes that intersected magnetite has been proposed, this 

may be required to give a better idea of magnetite content in the zone of oxidation that could be used to 

calculate a reliable indicated resource when combined with magnetite from deeper intersections. 

The use of 3D magnetic inversion data has allowed to better visualization of the Whispering Ridge 

magnetic anomaly and has indicated zonation within the interpreted resource lode. Additional to resource 

drilling, two exploration holes within the deposit have been proposed to test the depth extent. These holes 

are planned to target the southern and northern higher susceptibility zones identified within the deposit. 

Four additional magnetic anomalies proximal to Whispering Ridge were identified from the 3D magnetic 

inversion results. These anomalies, should their source be similar to Whispering Ridge, provide potential 

opportunities to increase the known resource or provide satellite deposits for additional feed for potential 

mining activities. The anomalies, although not appearing to be large in size, have been modelled to be 

within 50 m from surface, meaning they can be tested at relatively low cost. 

A coordinate transform has been compiled to define data at Whispering Ridge between GDA94 MGA 

zone 55 and a local grid based off the strike of the deposit. It is proposed to apply this transform to 

increase accuracy in the location of drill collars and other existing data and to use this for future work at 

the area. The local coordinates are planned to position all data as positive values in both easting and 

northing by applying a 1000 m constant to both directions and using a simple common point and 52° grid 

rotation to transform coordinates between local and GDA94 MGA zone 55. 

Discussion 

A resource drilling program at the Whispering Ridge magnetite deposit has been proposed with drilling 

planned on 10 m spaced section along the currently interpreted strike of the deposit, totaling 41 holes for 

3,630 m. Due to the large amount of holes within this program, alternative programs based on 20 m and 

30 m spaced sections have also been included, totaling 22 holes for 1,890 m and 15 holes for 1,300 m 

respectively. Whilst drilling on the 10 m sections will provide excellent coverage, greater understanding of 

the deposit and accurate indicated resource calculations, a wider spaced section drilling is recommended 

initially. Drilling parameters and cost estimates for this drilling are provided in Appendix 1. 

Exploration drilling within MDL298 and immediate surrounding areas is considered essential in 

developing potential deposit extensions, identification of satellite deposits and the overall understanding 

of the geological model for the deposit. Seven (7) exploration holes, targeting magnetic anomalies in the 

vicinity of Whispering Ridge have been proposed, totaling 650 m. Two of these holes are proposed within 

the deposit itself, with another four testing magnetic highs within 200 m of the deposit. A final hole is 

proposed to follow up on previous drilling at Anomaly B located approximately 700 m WNW of the 

deposit. Drilling parameters and cost estimates are provided in Appendix 2. 
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Additional ground magnetics to better define the location of Anomaly C prior to committing to drilling the 

anomaly has been proposed. The location of this survey is planned to be located immediately north of the 

2007 Whispering Ridge SAM coverage. 

An updated local grid coordinate system has been proposed over Whispering Ridge which has been 

based off the existing grid. The purpose of utilizing this system will be to reduce the potential of ambiguity 

in easting values and to ensure all data can be easily identified and transformed between GDA94 MGA 

zone 55 coordinates. The use of sub-centimeter RTK GPS surveying of boundaries and drill holes is 

recommended.  
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Appendix 1: Whispering Ridge – Resource Drill Program 

Proposed Resource Drill Parameters 

Whispering Ridge proposed resource holes for 10m spaced sections.  

Local Grid 
Section  

Proposed 
holes 

Local 
Easting 

Local 
Northing 

GDA 94 East GDA 94 North Depths 
(m) 

Dip Azimuth 
(magnetic) 

220 A1 933 1220 333225 8015653 80 -60 28 

220 A2 953 1220 333238 8015668 70 -60 28 

210 B1 923 1210 333227 8015639 90 -60 28 

210 B2 959 1210 333249 8015667 70 -60 28 

200 C1 927 1200 333237 8015636 90 -60 28 

200 C2 950 1200 333252 8015654 80 -60 28 

190 D1 935 1190 333250 8015636 80 -60 28 

190 D2 949 1190 333259 8015647 60 -60 28 

180 E1 913 1180 333245 8015612 100 -60 28 

180 E2 943 1180 333263 8015636 80 -60 28 

170 F1 907 1170 333249 8015601 120 -60 28 

170 F2 924 1170 333259 8015615 100 -60 28 
170 F3 943 1170 333271 8015630 80 -60 28 

160 G1 940 1160 333277 8015621 90 -60 28 

160 G2 968 1160 333294 8015643 90 -60 208 

160 G3 1000 1160 333314 8015669 110 -60 208 

150 H1 945 1150 333288 8015619 90 -60 28 

150 H2 973 1150 333305 8015641 70 -60 208 

150 H3 1002 1150 333323 8015664 90 -60 208 

140 I1 967 1140 333309 8015630 70 -60 208 

140 I2 995 1140 333327 8015652 90 -60 208 

130 J1 942 1130 333302 8015604 100 -60 28 

130 J2 981 1130 333326 8015635 80 -60 208 

120 K1 938 1120 333307 8015595 100 -60 28 

120 K2 1002 1120 333347 8015645 90 -60 208 

110 L1 948 1110 333321 8015597 110 -60 28 

110 L2 1013 1110 333361 8015648 100 -60 208 

100 M1 980 1100 333349 8015616 70 -60 208 

100 M2 1003 1100 333363 8015634 90 -60 208 

90 N1 935 1090 333329 8015574 130 -60 28 
90 N2 950 1090 333338 8015586 70 -60 28 

90 N3 1005 1090 333372 8015629 100 -60 208 

80 O1 977.5 1080 333363 8015602 70 -60 208 

80 O2 977.5 1080 333363 8015602 50 -60 28 

80 O3 1003 1080 333379 8015622 100 -60 208 

70 P1 948 1070 333353 8015572 110 -60 28 

70 P2 1015 1070 333394 8015625 90 -60 208 

60 Q1 950 1060 333362 8015568 110 -60 28 

60 Q2 1006 1060 333396 8015612 80 -60 208 

50 R1 951 1050 333370 8015562 100 -60 28 

50 R2 1003 1050 333402 8015603 80 -60 208 

TOTAL           3,630     
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Whispering Ridge proposed resource holes for 20m spaced sections. 

Local Grid 
Section  

Proposed 
holes 

Local 
Easting 

Local 
Northing 

GDA 94 East GDA 94 North Depths 
(m) 

Dip Azimuth 
(magnetic) 

220 A1 933 1220 333225 8015653 80 -60 28 

220 A2 953 1220 333238 8015668 70 -60 28 

200 C1 927 1200 333237 8015636 90 -60 28 

200 C2 950 1200 333252 8015654 80 -60 28 

180 E1 913 1180 333245 8015612 100 -60 28 
180 E2 943 1180 333263 8015636 80 -60 28 

160 G1 940 1160 333277 8015621 90 -60 28 

160 G2 968 1160 333294 8015643 90 -60 208 

160 G3 1000 1160 333314 8015669 110 -60 208 

140 I1 967 1140 333309 8015630 70 -60 208 

140 I2 995 1140 333327 8015652 90 -60 208 

120 K1 938 1120 333307 8015595 100 -60 28 

120 K2 1002 1120 333347 8015645 90 -60 208 

100 M1 980 1100 333349 8015616 70 -60 208 

100 M2 1003 1100 333363 8015634 90 -60 208 

80 O1 977.5 1080 333363 8015602 70 -60 208 

80 O2 977.5 1080 333363 8015602 50 -60 28 

80 O3 1003 1080 333379 8015622 100 -60 208 

60 Q1 950 1060 333362 8015568 110 -60 28 

60 Q2 1006 1060 333396 8015612 80 -60 208 

50 R1 951 1050 333370 8015562 100 -60 28 

50 R2 1003 1050 333402 8015603 80 -60 208 

TOTAL           1,890     
 

Whispering Ridge proposed resource holes for 30m spaced sections. 

Local Grid 
Section  

Proposed 
holes 

Local 
Easting 

Local 
Northing 

GDA 94 East GDA 94 North Depths 
(m) 

Dip Azimuth 
(magnetic) 

220 A1 933 1220 333225 8015653 80 -60 28 

220 A2 953 1220 333238 8015668 70 -60 28 

190 D1 935 1190 333250 8015636 80 -60 28 

190 D2 949 1190 333259 8015647 60 -60 28 

160 G1 940 1160 333277 8015621 90 -60 28 

160 G2 968 1160 333294 8015643 90 -60 208 

160 G3 1000 1160 333314 8015669 110 -60 208 

130 J1 942 1130 333302 8015604 100 -60 28 

130 J2 981 1130 333326 8015635 80 -60 208 

100 M1 980 1100 333349 8015616 70 -60 208 

100 M2 1003 1100 333363 8015634 90 -60 208 

70 P1 948 1070 333353 8015572 110 -60 28 

70 P2 1015 1070 333394 8015625 90 -60 208 

50 R1 951 1050 333370 8015562 100 -60 28 

50 R2 1003 1050 333402 8015603 80 -60 208 

TOTAL           1,300     
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Resource Drilling Cost Estimate 

The following information is supplied as a guide only with costs calculated assuming Reverse Circulation 

drill over Diamond Drilling 

Item Scenario 1 costs Scenario 2 costs Scenario 3 costs 

Diamond Drilling,  all up $220/m        

Reverse Circulation Drilling, all up $110/m  399300 207900 143000 

Surveying 5000 4000 3000 

Earth Moving - Track access, Drill Sites   8000 6000 5000 

Geological Supplies/ Consumables 6000 5000 4000 

Principal Geologist 31000 17400 13000 

Senior Field technician 15000 9000 5500 

Geochemical analysis, $47/sample 86950 44500 30550 

        

 SUB-TOTALS   $551,250   $293,800   $204,050  

GST @10% 55025 29380 20405 

TOTALS  $606,275   $323,180   $224,455  
  

Scenario 1 – 10 m sections, 41 holes for 3,630 m – average RC drill rate of 150 m/day – 24 days 

Scenario 2 – 20 m sections, 22 holes for 1,890 m - average RC drill rate of 150 m/day – 13 days 

Scenario 3 – 30 m sections, 15 holes for 1.300 m - average RC drill rate of 150 m/day – 9 days 
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Appendix 2: Whispering Ridge – Exploration Drill Program 

Proposed Exploration Drill Parameters 

Anomaly HoleID Easting 

GDA94 

Northing 

GDA94 

RL Azi 

(GDA94) 

Dip Depth 

(m) 

Target 

Anomaly A pAA-1 333310 8015625 650 15 -80 200 0-150 m 

Anomaly A pAA-2 333270 8015675 645 218 -65 150 0-110 m 

Anomaly B pJH-2 333230 8015585 654 350 -60 60 25-35 m 

Anomaly D pAD-1 333230 8015585 640 038 -60 50 23-25 m 

Anomaly E pAE-1 333163 8015655 640 090 -60 50 23-25 m 

Anomaly F pAF-1 333110 8015780 635 090 -60 70 40-45 m 

Anomaly G pAG-1 333273 8015866 650 218 -60 70 40-45 m 

Total      650 m  

 

Exploration Drilling Cost Estimate 

The following information is supplied as a guide only.  

Item Cost 

Reverse Circulation Drilling, all up $110/m  71500 

Surveying 1500 

Earth Moving - Track access, Drill Sites   5000 

Geological Supplies/ Consumables 2000 

Principal Geologist 6500 

Senior Field technician 2750 

Geochemical analysis, $47/sample 15275 

    

 SUB-TOTALS   $104,525  

GST @10% 10452 

TOTALS  $114,977  
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Appendix 3: Resource Drill sections 
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Fig 1: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 50N 

 
Fig 2: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 60N 
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Fig 3: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 70N 

 
Fig 4: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 80N 
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Fig 5: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 90N 

 
Fig 6: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 100N 
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Fig 7: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 110N 

 
Fig 8: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 120N 
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Fig 9: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 130N 

 
Fig 10: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 140N 
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Fig 11: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 150N 

 
Fig 12: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 160N 
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Fig 13: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 170N 

 
Fig 14: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 180N 
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Fig 15: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 190N 

 
Fig 16: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 200N 
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Fig 17: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 210N 

 
Fig 18: Whispering Ridge proposed resource drilling on 3D magnetics – section 220N 


